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When, What and How Much We Eat:
An Inside Look at Meals in Commons

Assaulting

Last year Commons produced
460,000 pounds (220 tons) of waste

Local Woman
ALI MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

On Tuesday, Nov. 1, Mayor Lionel C.
Guay of Lewiston was charged with three
counts of unlawful touching and four counts
of assault, According to the Lewiston Sun
Journal, the state has charged Guay with
groping an 18-year-old woman on three
separate occasions between February and
September. The charges claim that Guay, 64,
felt the girl’s breasts on two occasions, her
buttocks several times on another occasion
and kissed her on the mouth.
Guay’s lawyer, Jennifer Ferguson, claims
that the state rushed its investigational pro¬
cedures in order to charge the mayor before
his Nov. 8 election. Guay has been mayor of
Lewiston since 2004. His brother, Norman
Guay, is currently the mayor of Lewiston’s
twin city, Auburn. Lionel Guay is running
for a second two-year term for mayor of
Lewiston against Charles Soule. Despite
the charge’s obvious damage to Guay’s
campaign, Soule says he does not want to
make a big deal about it. Soule himself was
convicted of soliciting a prostitute in 1987.
Soule told the Lewiston Sun Journal that the
See LEWISTON MAYOR, page 6

162,469 pounds wars post-consumer waste
8,377 pounds wore Just napkins
SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Students attending dinner during one of its peak periods.

CONOR HURLEY
STAFF WRITER

As frequent patrons of Com¬
mons, many students have strategies
for dealing with dining hall conges¬
tion. As part of their daily operation,
Dining Services records statistics re¬
garding nearly every aspect of the
department. Christine Schwartz, Di¬
rector of Dining Services, says she
compiles and uses these figures to
improve the quality and efficiency of
Commons.
“[Dining Services] averages be¬
tween 3,500 and 4,000 meals a day,”

said Schwartz, whose office employs
98 fjill-time staff members. “We are
a 21-hour-a-day operation:” While;82
percent of the Bates student popula¬
tion attends any given meal, Schwartz
said that only 60 percent of the total
student population goes to breakfast,
while lunch and dinner are each at¬
tended by 95 percent of students. On
average, every meal at. Bates costs
about $2.32 per plate, which is consitent with the industry standard.
Every 15 minutes, the Commons
staff compiles a count of traffic,

Sunday evening, as part of Multifaith
Week, Bates’ Office of the Chaplain and
the Multifaith Council hosted the 2005-2006
Raybom Lindley Zerby Lecture on Contem¬
porary Thought. This year’s lecture, “Reli¬
gious Literacy: What Americans Don’t Know
About the World’s Religions and Why Their
Ignorance is Imperiling Our Politics,” was
delivered by Dr. Stephen Prothero, Chair
of the Department of Religion and Director
of the Graduate Division of Religious and
Theological Studies at Boston University. In
addition to his numerous publications, no¬
table education and expertise in Asian reli¬
gious studies, Prothero is distinguished by
his honorable lineage: he is the son of Bates
graduates Helen and Dick Prothero ’55.
Prothero began his lecture by cit¬
ing startling statistics to illustrate modem
Americans’ religious ignorance. He noted
that Americans, as opposed to students in
some European nations, are “very religious
but know nothing about religion.” Surveys
show that 9 out of 10 Americans believe in
Heaven and 3 out of 4 believe in angels and
miracles. When asked to identify Joan of
Arc in a multiple-choice survey, however,
12% of participants guessed that she was
Noah’s wife. In terms of non-Christian faith,
Americans are even more ignorant. Only
I

• The director of Dining Services answers 200
napkin questions and comments each week.
• Busiest times for dinner are 5:30-5:45 p.m.
and 6:00-6:15 p.m.
• Busiest time for breakfast Is 7:30- 7:45 a.m.

Advocates for Religious Education in Schools
CHRISTINE ARSNOW

• 11,000 cookies and 10,000 muffins are
baked each month.

See COMMONS, page 6

Prothero Delivers Zerby Lecture
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Commons Stats

about half of Americans surveyed named
Buddhism as one of the world’s major five
religions and even fewer were aware of Ju¬
daism’s prevalence.
Prothero compared Americans’ religious
ignorance to Korsakoff’s syndrome, a psy¬
chiatric disorder that causes a loss of mem¬
ory-making ability. Prothero fears that our
nation’s “religious amnesia” is detrimental to
politics. He questions how one can make
or understand educated arguments about
gay rights and stem cell research without an
understanding of the religious opposition
to both of these issues. On a global scale,
Prothero asserts that the religiously ignorant
cannot understand political issues in the
Middle East and Tibet, which require knowl¬
edge of Islam and Buddhism, respectively.
Without understanding of religion, Prothero
asks, how can we pretend to understand
politics?
After assessing our nation’s current
plight and its repercussions, Prothero set
out to describe what he calls the “Eden and
the Fall:” the time when America was uni¬
fied in religious education and our nation’s
descent to completely secularized schools.
“Once upon a time,” Prothero began, “lit¬
eracy was the gateway to salvation.” Early
United States Government officials believed
that society could not exist without ethics
and that ethics could not be imposed withSee ZERBY, page 6
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Tom Flanagan asks: How
fair is the randomization
process?
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Dean of Students Assembles Committee
tO Revise Student Conduct Code
SAM NAGOURNEY
STAFF WRITER

Tedd Goundie, Dean of Students, de¬
cided to pull the Student Code of Conduct
out of the closet for revision recently, af¬
ter it had been left in its current state for
the past five or six years. Goundie admits
that there are no specific changes that he
wishes to make to the code.
“I don’t necessarily envision any
wide, sweeping changes to it, but I think
it’s worth asking the question, and hav¬
ing been through it for a year now, there
might be a couple things we can tweak to
tighten things up,” Goundie said.
Dean Goundie set up a committee in¬
cluding himself and two students chosen
by the Representative Assembly. The RA
chose two seniors: Michael Williams, who
was on the Student Conduct Committee
last year, and Anna Skeele, the Parker Hall
RC. One of the issues that the committee
will be discussing is the composition of
the Student Conduct Committee, in partic¬
ular whether five students and five faculty
members is an appropriate number and if
there should be any staff representation.
Another issue is the wording of the Code
of Conduct. Dean Goundie wants to alter
the phrasing so it is less didactic and more
informative.
Goundie hopes the new code would

communicate to students that "here are
the values we expect you to adhere to,
and things can happen if you don’t.’”
Though there has been debate on cam¬
pus over the severity of the three-strike
system, the new committee won’t be look¬
ing at the strike system.
“We’re not particularly looking at that
in this. We did have a conversation around
our whole alcohol policy and things like
that - the fact that a great deal of mis¬
conduct happens under the influence. I
would see that as a whole other project
and a whole other committee if we de¬
cided to take another look at the alcohol
policy.”
Other than the two students on the
committee, the student body will have
some opportunities to offer their input
through open meetings with students and
discussions with the JA’s and RC’s. The
Committee’s revisions won’t be subject
to student body (or RA) approval. Dean
Goundie explained, “I think I would look
for their blessing and endorsement. I don’t
think they could say ‘We don’t approve of
this.’ This is actually faculty legislation, as
my understanding, and the faculty needs
to vote on it and approve it, but, again, I
wouldn’t want to take forth a disciplinary
system that students wouldn’t buy into; it
wouldn’t make any sense.”
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FORUM
Letters
Football Team Not a Sacrifice
Student Athlete Advisory Committee Responds to Football Question
To the Editor:

members. The rowing team not only has
more individuals on it than the 56-member
An editorial by Andrew Stokes in The football team, but also spends more per
Student (“Bates Needs to Decide: Should athlete on rowing. If rowing puts together
We Have a Football Team?” Oct. 27, 2005) a string of bad seasons are we going to ad¬
caused a great deal of unrest among stu¬ vocate cutting the rowing team to redirect
dents, particularly student-athletes. The money? Along those same lines of logic, do
main contention of Stokes, and what we we eliminate some academic department if
perceive to be the impetus for the desire they, by some contrived measure of suc¬
to eliminate the football team is two-fold: cess, are not deemed successful?
first, the football team, has a history of los¬
Perhaps the most compelling argument
ing that hurts the pride of the school and for keeping the football team is shown by
secondly that school resources are being the success of the Bowdoin football team
used on the football team while they could this season. For decades, the Bowdoin
be spent differently, thus constituting what team had been awful, posting only seven
Stokes refers to as a “great sacrifice.”
winning records in the last forty years. Re¬
First of all, it’s time to debunk what cent history had not been kind to Bowdoin
seems to be a common campus concep¬ football either: over the past six years their
tion that football is a tremendous drain on cumulative record was 4-43.
the financial resources of the college-T P^r
Yet this year, something changed. Bow¬
athlete, the football team r^nks six|eenfh ip) doin; won their! first fbuft games of the seathe amount of money tfiat is committed to sdri,-the first1 time sihce11936 that they’d
the program. In other words, fifteen other had a 4-0 record to start the season. Stu¬
sports program are allotted more money dents realized how much fun it was to
per athlete than the football program.
have a winning football team and began
Of course, the football team has more to rally around their team. Alumni got ex¬
members than most other campus teams, cited and began to give money, similar to
but consider the comparison of the foot¬ the situation that the Bates lacrosse team
ball team to the rowing team here at Bates, found themselves in after their resurgence
which typically boasts between 70-80

See FOOTBALL NEEDS OUR SUPPORT, page 4

Managing Arts Editor, Marii Kenton Wright
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Playing Registration Roulette

Reframing the
Football Question
To the Editor:
It is unfortunate that the argument for
“dismantling the football program” was
framed so as to disparage student-ath¬
letes. Those stereotypes presented in the
original letter certainly aren’t true here,
as last week’s letters to the editor help
illustrate. However, the underlying ques¬
tion is quite a valid one: What does the
football program provide to Bates that no
other athletic program can offer, given
the amount of resources dedicated to it?
I do not take a stance on this issue,
but as the question has been raised, I
feel we would be remiss if we did not
take the opportunity to consider such
a radical idea in a rational manner. Of
course, we cannot make such a decision
lightly, given the significant number of
students it would effect. The arguments
for dismantling are twofold: first, that the
resources dedicated to football would be
better spent toward other sports or areas
where funds are deficient; second, that
having to make sure that we have enough
incoming students to sustain the foot¬
ball program in addition to other sports
may be detracting from other sports or
See A RATIONAL LOOK, page 3

Webmaii E-poiogy
JOHN MULLIGAN

and the Deans placed ping-pong balls with
each of our names on them into a big rub¬
ber tote and shook it up before making se¬
I was pretty happy with lections (that is how it happens, isn’t it?), I
my schedule at the end was not one of the lucky ones. Actually, in
of last week. I had scruti¬ talking to some people who got into only
nized the course catalog, one of their four choices maybe I shouldn’t
considered all of the avail¬ be complaining too much, but only being
able courses for the winter registered in half of my picks is still very
semester listed online and even browsed frustrating, especially because I was ambi¬
the astute and scientifically conducted re¬ tious for once and got everything done so
search on ratemyprofessor.com. I did all of quickly.
this well in advance of the opening of reg¬
Is the college trying to encourage pro¬
istration, got my advisor hold removed and crastination? I seriously doubt that any of us
logged on to the Garnet Gateway relatively need any positive reinforcement in that de¬
early on Saturday and punched in my four partment. But really, what about first-come
classes of choice.
first-serve would
The site even let me
make this an uncheck out my “new
fair process? I
schedule,” and based
wish that the CHC
on my perfect com¬
would follow this
"Even before randomiza¬
bination of no 8:00
blueprint the next
a.m. classes and free
tion I knew there was no
time they have
Friday afternoons, I
tickets available
way I'd get into the classes for Dane Cook or
thought I was in for
a fantastic winter.
some other awe¬
I wanted. I had that same
As the week wore
some act that go
on, though, I noticed
on sale at 9:00
sick feeling you get whe
more and more peo¬
a.m. on a Saturday.
ple registering for
I could remain
you're halfway through a
the classes I’d picked
in my near-coma
out and I knew
until well after 2
scratch ticket and haven't
right then that I was
p.m., stroll down
screwed. By the end
hit anything yet."
to Chase with my
of the open registra¬
money and then
tion week, three of
have just as good
my four classes were
a chance of seeing
overbooked by at
the show as the
least ten people and
people who were
one was overbooked by about 600. Even there first thing in the morning. That would
before randomization I knew there was no apparently be fair.
way I’d get into the classes I wanted. I had
The only real problem I could see de¬
that same sick feeling you get when you’re veloping would be early that first morning
halfway through a scratch ticket and haven’t of registration, because our network would
hit anything yet. That moment when you DEFINITELY crash. It’s been so slow lately I
realize that coming away empty-handed is find myself instinctively screaming over my
not only possible, it’s pretty much certain.
shoulder, “Dad! Hang up the phone!” in a
When randomization finally took place
TOM FLANAGAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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I would like to personally apologize to
the entire Bates College community. I, John
Mulligan, am personally responsible for the
e-mail performance issues you all have ex¬
perienced over the last few weeks. When
Webmaii crashed last Wednesday that was
my fault. When it got all finicky on Thursday
and kept logging you out, I was to blame.
Friday, that was me again. I cannot express
my deep feelings of shame on these counts.
How have I done it, you ask? In his os¬
tensible repentances does he self-aggrandize
by claiming his PINE server potency? No,
dear reader. I do not lay claim to any arcane
Webmaii powers. I am just a common Bates
computer user with the same abilities as any
of you. And I have crashed the server, appar¬
ently repeated times, by crushing the server
with the incomprehensible 8.4 MB of mail in
my inbox.
Yes. I, too, have hundreds of unattended
announces. Like you, I have not yet deleted
the overabundance of Halloween photo¬
graphs attached to recent e-mails. And there¬
fore, I am the root cause of all your e-suffer¬
ing.
“But John,” you say “don’t be so hard on
yourself! It’s only 8.4 Megabytes!” And while
I thank you for your well-meant sympathy,
I must take responsibility for my actions. I
am the unnamed culprit in Help Desk Ser¬
vice’s recent announce: “many users are not
cleaning e-mail messages out of their In¬
box, and the Inbox is growing very large.
Every time a user checks their e-mail, our
email server (Abacus) must read the entire
mailbox in order to display your messages,
and large inboxes slow the system down for
everyone.” I also take responsibility for the
subject-pronoun agreement performance is¬
sues in the preceding sentences. Apparently
I also crashed the green underliney-thing on
Microsoft word.
So to those rif you who would assuage
my guilt-complex by pointing to the apparSee TECHNOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES, page 4
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Digitz Pre-Frosh Awkwardness
JOHN MILEY

15
Minutes spent by Bob Dougherty,
57, crying for help while glued to a
toilet seat in a Home Depot bathroom.
He is now suing the store because em¬
ployees, who thought it was a prank,
ignored his cries for so long.

1
Pepperoni pizza with all the fix¬
ings cooked by a thief who broke
into Sonny’s Pizza & Pasta during the
night. The intruder tried on several
aprons before finding one that fit and
was forced to leave his pizza behind
when an overnight employee arrived
at 3 a.m.

2,678
Total cost in dollars of enrollment
in “Witches Homestead," a school for
witches run by Margarita Rongen of
the Netherlands. The Leeuwarden Dis¬
trict Court recently ruled that witches
can write off the cost of this education
against their tax bills.

2
Romanian priests who have been
suspended after engaging in a fist-fight
within the church they both serve.
One suffered a broken leg in the ex¬
change, while the other escaped with
only minor bruises.

228
Miligrams of alcohol found within
100 mililitres of Sven Mietke’s blood
while he was operating his electric
wheelchair. Being more than four
times over Germany’s legal limit for
drivers, his chair has been confiscated
for three months.

30
Miles traveled over the course of
four days by a Jack Russell in North
Wales. He got lost when his owner
walked him around a reservoir but
managed to make his way back to
their doorstep on his own.

10
Years that a four-foot wire was left
in the body of Steve Windless by his
doctors. The wire was left behind dur¬
ing a complex medical procedure and
is now embedded in arteries and too
dangerous to remove.

4,233
The number of minutes of mov¬
ies that four Norwegians watched in
one movie-watching marathon. The
group broke the world record when
they watched movies for nearly three
days straight.

Sources: CNN.com, An-anova.com,
www.abc.net

STAFF WRITER

If you want to come to Bates, there is a
good chance you’ll stay a night before you
decide. I have had two prospective students
stay with me, one this year and one last year.
Last year, the person who stayed with me
came to Bates. While the pre-frosh are al¬
most always cool kids, my awkwardness
and the strangeness of the situation usually
get in the way of us having a normal expe¬
rience. As a host you have to try to make
the experience enjoyable. As a pre-frosh
you have to try to enjoy the experience. You
would think these two forces would meet
up and join together in holy matrimony, but
they don’t.
As a host, you begin to feel strange things
after the initial meet and greet. You show
him around campus. You go to lunch, show
him Frye Street, look at different buildings,
and introduce him to some of your friends.
This is when I’m hoping it’s time to call it
a night. Looking down at my watch proves
differently. Of course, it’s only 2:15 in the af¬
ternoon. I have to hold back the question of
whether he likes to go bed early \ i 11 r 'i
Even if we shut off .all the lights and got
under the covers; bright sunshine Would
burst through my three windows. Plus, my
roommate might wonder what the hell we’re
doing. “It’s two in the afternoon, what are
you doing? And what does NKOTB stand for
on your blankets?” Even if you were to tell
him it’s an old band your sister used to like,
it’s just not a good situation.
Then you have to try to figure out some¬
thing that will take up some time and pass
the day along, usually including the pre-frosh
in the decision (remembering that pre-frosh

are people too). “What do kids like these
days? Television, right, kids like television?
They are doing that for fun, right?”
“Ah, I guess,” is a likely pre-frosh re¬
sponse.
“Alright, why don’t we watch some TV.
You kids love that Carson Daly, he’s all over
the television. This is going to be fun.”
“Well...I guess that would be fine.”

"While pre-frosh are almost
always cool kids, my awk¬
wardness and the strangeness
of the situation usually get in
the way of us having a normal
experience."

Television can take up a few hours.
You can surf the channels or if you’re lucky
enough to haVe MTV Hits, criticize different
music Videos. You may be watching terrible
vide'ok,1 fiiit yoti"always have that glimmer of
hope that the next one will be good, so of
course you get sucked in for a while. After
deciding there’s not enough Carson Daly, it
becomes time to abandon the television idea.
At least now dinner is approaching.
“Do you like food?” You mindlessly utter,
trying painfully to maintain some dialogue.
After the pre-frosh responds in the affirma¬
tive, you agree and elaborate on your posi¬
tive opinion of food. “Food is freakin’ great.
Hot food, cold food, all food is just satisfy¬
ing.” Here’s where I usually realize my in¬

eptness at making conversation with new
people. It’s hard to believe, but up until then
I’m thinking I’m doing a great job. But what
can you do?
After that, usually about thirty to forty
minutes of awkward silence can pass and
then it will be off to dinner. “Hooray dinner!”
I like to yell. It causes some excitement and
again breaks the silence.
After dinner is another block of time.
Obviously, I have homework which makes
the whole day difficult. But by now I’m des¬
perate. “Wanna watch me read?” I say, more
seriously than not. If only they gave hosts a
sedative and a blow gun. That wouldn’t be
a great idea, but it would be better than just
trying to hide in your closet, which I defi¬
nitely don’t do.
Finally, at the end of the night, you can’t
just ask him if he wants to go to bed. You
have to play it cool. I usually just hit the
lights and jump quickly real quick under the
covers mid-conversation with him. I think
after a few minutes of hiding, he will get the
picture. Plus, now you don’t have to deal
with the awkwardness of talking about going
to bed. The day has finally come to comple¬
tion.
Of course, this day is a Sunday or a
weekday. I’ve never gotten a pre-frosh on
a Friday or Saturday. Even if I did, I would
probably have as difficult a time. “Yeah, so I
don’t really have many friends. But I do have
the first season of “The O.C.” on DVD. Oh,
yeah!” Looking back, it’s really not so bad.
It’s just one of those things in life that is sup¬
posed to be a little awkward. I envy those of
you who don’t have problems with pre-frosh
visits. Well, a mixture of hate and envy. Any¬
one know a prospective student who needs
a host?

A Rational Look at the Football Question
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

perhaps from other well-qualified students.
Thus, in order to examine the potential ben4 efits of dismantling vs. the status quo, we
must know two things: first, how the football
budget compares, on average, with other
sports and the college budget as a whole;
and second, whether and to what extent an
admissions decision might hinge on football
interest alone, versus other factors. Without
this specific knowledge, it is hard for any of
us to make a reasoned judgment one way or
another.
Last week’s letters did very well with de¬
fending the integrity of our student-athletes,
which I very much agree with. However,
while defending the individual players and
coaches very well, none of them actually

defended the value of the football program
specifically. Athletic Director Suzanne Cof¬
fey’s letter did express her confidence in the
budget and admissions processes in general
terms, but unfortunately not in the admitted¬
ly complex detail which might address the
specific issues involved. I should note at this
point that I contacted Suzanne Coffey for this
letter, and she offered to meet with me to
discuss the detail needed, but unfortunately,
I did not have the time available to take her
up on it.
There is one point brought up by one of
last week’s letters that I feel I must address.
Coach Peter Lasagna’s letter states, “Much of
the multicultural, economic and geograph¬
ic diversity that exists at Bates results from
identification and relationship building by
coaches,” and that, “Many of the most inter¬

esting, dynamic, prosperous people that I
have known were those deemed potentially
‘at risk’ by a college admissions office.” This
suggests that many of these “diversity-en¬
hancing” applicants are getting in over others
only because they’re athletes. How much of
an advantage does an athlete with a coachadvocate have over an academically-equivalent non-athlete who nevertheless was very
involved in many extracurricular activities?
Obviously diversity is a good thing to have,
but is there no way to get that from the regu¬
lar admissions process?
This is a valid, though radical, proposi¬
tion and it must be considered rationally by
everyone interested and in the proper fo¬
rum.
- Nicholas Bauer ’08

Randomization is not the Answer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

traumatic flashback to seventh grade and
dial-up cable. If everyone actually logged
onto the Garnet Gateway at once I think it
could easily launch Lewiston into a nuclear
winter, and that’s not even considering if
someone was so arrogant to actually send
an IM during the process. They would be
instantaneously electrocuted. But even with
that early-morning rush, the vast majority
of students would still take their time and
eventually get into the unpopular classes
that they are now deciding between, having
been shafted by randomization. How is that
any different, other than rewarding those
who take initiative?
Of course, we now have the opportuni¬
ty to petition for classes we weren’t selected
for during randomization. I wish professors
would post the petition requests they re¬

ceive on WebCT because I would really love
to read them. How can I possibly petition for
the 100-level geology class I didn’t get into
and convince the professor that I deserve
to be in the class any more than the other
85 students who were also left out? I’m an
English major, trying to sign for up a natural
science class this semester because I need
it to fulfill a general education requirement,
plain and simple. Ideally, I would prefer to
not need to take a 200-level neuroscience
to do so, but due to the lack and popular¬
ity of the 100-level sciences I may run out
of time and have no choice. It’s something
that I’ve been advised should definitely be
completed before I go abroad next year, but
unfortunately it will hang over my head at
least through next fall.
If first-come first-serve is really consid¬
ered to be unfair, there are still other al¬
ternatives we could try. A friend at another

college told me that when they initially reg¬
ister for classes they need to prioritize all of
their choices in order of importance. Then,
instead of just rolling a giant roulette wheel,
their administration fills classes first by your
priority. That would allow upperclassmen to
list classes that are crucial for gen-ed com¬
pletion as priority one, since upper-level
classes within a major are usually easy to
get into, anyway.
In the meantime, I’ve been sent back
to the “Lookup Courses to Add” page of
the website with my tail between my legs.
At this point it feels like that desperationdriven third pass through Blockbuster video
at 9:30 p.m. on a rainy Saturday night. My
once-perfect schedule for next semester is
in shambles, and somehow I see myself
emerging with the academic equivalent of
"Waterworld" and "Rocky V."
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Technological Difficulties
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

ently tiny amount of space my inbox takes
up, remember this: our campus is home to
seventeen HUNDRED students. That’s right.
Right into the quadruple digits. So consider:
if each student is allotted 10 MB of space,
and there are 1700 students on campus, that
brings us to seventeen THOUSAND Mega¬
bytes. That’s seventeen Gigabytes for those
of you out of the know. And that’s why all
nine of the parallel-wired TI-82 graphing
calculators that make up the Webmail server
have been unable to handle my inbox.
That, students, is why I am personally
going to pony up and buy the school a bet¬
ter server, one with more capacity, one with
a faster processor, one with style. I am going
to drop $300 on an iPod Color, which holds
an unbelievable 30 GB. And displays in col¬
or. Tell me, have you seen Bono singing on
Webmail recently?
So by the time you read this on Tuesday,

I will already have solved your problems. I
will have marched up to the helpdesk, set
down the technological wonder that is the
iPod Color, and said in a strong, clear voice,
“Here, tech people. I bring a token of my re¬
pentance. It was my fault the server crashed.
You are not at all incompetent, and I greatly
appreciate that you pointed out my fault in
this debacle. I am your humble servant if you
need help docking this thing or installing
iTunes.”
Then I will feel better about that time on
Friday when my resume didn’t mail to IBM,
even though Webmail said it did. I’ll feel bet¬
ter about the castigatory e-mail I received
several days afterwards from a frustrated in¬
terviewer. And I will feel more confident in
the technical prowess of our technical sup¬
port staff and its ability to bloody own up
to a mistake when it can’t keep this school
running.

BATES RATES
Petitioning for
Classes

Chop onions while you write
those petitions; tear-soaked
ones have a greater acceptance
rate.

Webmail reduced to
dial-up pace

The College needs to either pay
for networking improvements or
pay to replace monitors that get
thrown against the walls.

No Veterans Day off

The veterans among us deserve
their recognition... And the rest
of us deserve a long weekend.

Football Needs Our Support, Not Dismantling
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

last year. The notion of a football team, long
a joke at Bowdoin, finally became a source
of excitement.
Surely all is not right with the Bates foot¬
ball program. It has been over twenty years
since the Bates team posted a winning re¬
cord. Most other schools in our league are
forced to cut student-athletes to keep their
football team below the league maximum of
75 athletes, while Bates cuts no players and
still ends up 20 athletes below the league
standard. But we should use this renewed
discussion about the football program as an
impetus to find ways to improve the foot¬
ball program, much like Bowdoin has, not

eliminate it.
Indeed the main fault of Stokes’s article
is that it gives no real reason for the elimi¬
nation of the football program, save the eiv
roneous assumpqqn th<$ t^e results of the
survey he cites fit Bates. His contention that
the football team constitutes a “great sacri¬
fice” is baseless.
It’s time to turn away from the short¬
sighted ideas of breaking down our football
program and begin to build it up. Throwing
in the towel is something no Batesie can be
proud of.

iiiiiib
Return of the O.C.

-Student Athlete Advisory Committee

It's a good thing Fox postponed
its most popular show for a
month so we wouldn't miss
a minute of the baseball
playoffs. Who won again?

We’re looking for a few exceptional students.

• Outstanding faculty
At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you’ll find everything you need to succeed. From a challenging

• Rigorous academic programs

yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will become intellectual colleagues. From

• Six concentrations

live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full

• Extensive experiential
learning opportunities

tuition. For more information, visit http://law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

• Student faculty ratio 15:1

Criminal I Dispute Resolution I Family I Health I Intellectual Property I Tax

SCHOOL OF LAW
Hamden, Connecticut

Rosa Parks Honored in Service

Begim Studies
Greek History
with Phillips
Fellowship
MIKI SISCO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Professor John McClendon spoke about the life of Rosa Parks, focusing on aspects of her activism that are often overlooked.

KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

The college honored the life of civil rights
activist Rosa Parks on Nov. 2 in the Benjamin
Mays Center. In a service organized by the
Martin Luther King Jr. Day Committee and
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, students
and faculty had an opportunity to share their
reflections on Parks and the history of her
activism.
“Many people have forgotten chapters in
the life of Rosa Parks,” said Professor John
McClendon. He stressed the importance of
recognizing Parks’ commitment to the strug¬

gle for civil rights and understanding that
“she was more than a woman with tired feet.
She was a fighter.” Parks had stood up to
unfair treatment on a bus in 1943, joined the
NAACP and attended the Tennessee High¬
lander Folk School - a training organization
for civil rights activism - before her monu¬
mental decision to remain in" her seat on
Dec. 1, 1955.
She continued to aid the effort for equal¬
ity throughout her life. Czerny Brasuell, Di¬
rector of Multicultural Affairs, spoke about
working with Parks in the 1990s while fight¬
ing for land loss cases as part of civil rights
litigation in Southern states. Brasuell contact¬

ed Parks, who agreed to write letters, make
calls and raise money for the cause. “Her ef¬
forts gave us the victory,” said Brasuell. This
help was a reminder that “her work was
never a moment, never a footnote.”
“She knew exactly how to refuse,” said
Professor Leslie Hill of Parks’ preparation
for her action in 1955 that would ignite the
Montgomery Bus Boycotts and draw Martin
Luther King Jr. into speaking about publicly
about injustice. “We must argue for a differ¬
ent, empowered version of Mrs. Parks’ con¬
tribution to society,” Hill continued.

Last Wednesday evening, Aina Begim1
shared the work she completed during her
Phillips Fellowship in Chase Hall. With the
Phillips Fellowship, students propose creative
ideas for independent projects that are pur¬
sued abroad during the summer; in Begim’s
case, traveling across-Europe, primarily in Eng¬
land and Greece, to research the Greek Panathenaic festival of Athens.
Begim’s enthusiasm for her project was
evident as she began her talk with a slide of
a little boy, who had lived literally all over the
world, posing before the backdrop of the city
of Athens. The boy represented the interna¬
tional lifestyle adopted by citizens not of any
particular country but of the world. Aina her¬
self is an example of a world citizen. She was
raised in the former Soviet country of Kazakh¬
stan, educated in the United States, and has
established friendships just about everywhere
you could imagine.
She has been enamored with Greece and
its mythology since childhood. The significance
of the slide further illustrated the connection
between ancient and modem day Athens, with
the Parthenon towering watchfully over miles
of shops and houses. Throughout the presen¬
tation, a recurring theme linking cultures, past
and present, appeared again and again.
The Panathenaic Festival, which officially
began in 566 B.C., honored the goddess of the
city, Athena - although many would argue that
it also served as a convenient excuse to feast
upon meat. Athena supposedly gained domiSee PHILLIPS FELLOW, page 6

Wolf, Blazej Share Otis Fellowship Experiences
EMMA HALAS-O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

When the family of Phil Otis ’95 found¬
ed the Phil J. Otis Memorial Fund in 1996,
they not only supported Bates’ recently
established environmental studies depart¬
ment, but also created a unique fellowship
that would give future generations of Batesies one-of-a-kind opportunities to explore
environmental and cultural studies.
During the summer after his gradua¬
tion, Otis lost his life on a rescue mission at
Mount Rainier in Washington while work¬
ing as a climbing ranger. He and a fellow
ranger, Sean Ryan, both died after they fell
over 1,000 feet down the mountain. The na¬
ture of the Otis Fellowship is very fitting
with Otis’ personal interests; those who
knew Otis emphasized his enthusiasm for
the outdoors and his particular interest in
studying how cultural perspectives related
to environmental awareness around the
world.
Two recipients of the 2005 Otis Fel¬
lowship grants, Lindsy Blazej ’06 and An¬
drea Wolf ’06, gave presentations on their
unique study abroad experiences that were
provided by this scholarship. Blazej’s pre¬
sentation, “Searching for Sustainability: An
Exploration of European Eco-villages,” in¬
cluded an account of her experience living
on four European intentional communities
that focused on living sustainable lifestyles.
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SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
ndsy Blazej '06 spent last summer studying intentional communities in Europe
ith aesictanr.n from an Otis Fellowshin.

Her travels included a stay at Stamm der
Likatien, situated within the town of Fus-

sen, Germany. Here, Blazej witnessed a
very alternative lifestyle, where people not

only worked toward sustainability but also
endorsed a very liberated culture, includ¬
ing free love. Blazej’s final destination and
favorite eco-village was Keimblatt Okodorf,
in Riegersburg, Austria. The people in this
community believed in the concept of “veg¬
anism,” or eating conscientiously; for in¬
stance, residents of Keimblatt Okodorf used
systematic "dumpster diving" to collect food
that supermarkets would otherwise waste
to comply with early expiration dates. The
village also used practical systems of wa¬
ter conservation, including cisterns for rain
collection. Blazej was able to live in a com¬
munity that focused on sustainability and
eliminating wastefulness in all aspects of
life.
Blazej commented on the ways which
her travels allowed her to understand the
importance and effectiveness of eco-vil¬
lages in the broader environmental move¬
ment, concluding that although some eco¬
villages were unable to achieve complete
sustainability while others suffered for
membership, the popularity of such books
as “Eurotopia- Intentional Comrriunities and
Ecovillages in Europe” shows some opti¬
mism for the future of eco-villages.
In the second presentation, “Textiles
and Tourism in the Andean Altiplano,” An¬
drea Wolf began by passing around various
textiles, which were all made from Alpaca
Wool in the Andes region,, but had comSee OTIS,FELLOWS, page 6
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BCSG Discusses MacGray Relocation, Parking
IRIS LIM
STAFF WRITER
After ending the three-week dilemma of
the Academic Bill of Rights at last week's meet¬
ing, the BCSG meeting held this Monday dealt
with many smaller issues.
President Ryan Nabulsi brought up the fact
that there will be a MacGray Card machine
placed in the basement of Pettengiil Hall within
the next two weeks. It has been brought to the
attention of BCSG that it would be more conve¬
nient for the extra machine in the library copy
room to be moved to a place that was open
later than the library.
“It would be closer people in Adams and
the Village, and people that need to use the
machine late at night can have access to it,” said
Nabulsi.
Questions brought up at this month’s BCSG
public tabling outside Commons dealt with
strikes and parking appeals. A student asked
if it was possible to have a policy of excus¬
ing strikes in exchange for a certain number of
community service hours. BCSG considered it
a possibility.
Parking appeals was the major issue that

was brought up at the tabling. Nabulsi an¬
nounced that appeals closed Nov. 7 at mid¬
night. Permits will be out by Nov. 15.
The Bates education committee reported
that they continue to work on passing the new
general education requirements. Their goal
is to have the faculty vote it in with a simple
majority by the end of December. It was also
reported that the faculty have added chemistry
as a minor.
Member reports dealt with the transporta¬
tion of students to airports for winter recess.
A bus to Boston might be provided for Bates
students for the cost of $20. BCSG would take
a loss for providing the service, but if there is a
demand for the service it will be provided.
New business at Monday’s meeting elected
two students for the Parking Ticket Appeals
Committee and elected four students the to
the Physical Plant Advisory Committee. The
Parking Ticket Appeals Committee deals with
legitamate appeals for parking tickets and the
Physical Plant Advisory Committee meets with
the Physical Plant staff and helps with the com¬
munication of problems and recommendations
that students might have.

Begim, Phillips Fellow
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
nance over the city long ago in a competition
between Poseidon and herself. Each gave a gift
to the city and whichever proved most valuable
would win control. Poseidon gifted to men the
springs, but ultimately Athena prevailed with
the olive tree. The celebrations broke up the
monotony of normal day to day activities, where
women could leave their looms and slaves their
duties to gather together and reinforce the idea
of community. A number of games and activi¬
ties were involved, the most important being
the procession through the streets to the statue
of Athena in the center of the city. The focal
point of the procession was a giant peplos (a
garment worn by ancient Greek women) de¬
picting the battle between the Olympians and
the Titans which was draped on the statue of
the goddess. Contrary to popular belief, the
statue is actually located not in the Parthenon,
but the neighboring Erectheion. Begim exer¬
cised enormous self-restraint, waiting until the
end of her trip to walk the exact route of the
procession at the time of year the Athenians
did, the period between late July and early Au¬
gust called the Hekatombian.

Her preparation for re-living the Panathenaic Festival involved research at Bodleian Li¬
brary at Oxford University, the British School of
Archeology in Athens, the American School of
Archeology in Athens and visits to museums in
Paris, London and Athens.
Begim described her experience as a trav¬
eler attempting to break away from the ste¬
reotype of an American tourist. While visitors
generally rush through famous sites, madly
snapping photos, Begim bewildered locals by
critically observing each area. She experienced
the juxtzposition of old and new; reminders of
a new culture and era existed on streets built
by ancient Athenians.
“Going to Greece to study the Panathenaic
Festival
was
an
incredible
learning experience,” says Begim. “Academi¬
cally I was able to fully delve into the sub¬
ject matter studying in the libraries of Ath¬
ens and at Oxford. On a personal level, the
Phillips experience taught me about fol¬
lowing your dreams and passions and it
enhanced my perception of self and my
whole understanding of being a woman in
this ever changing world where boundaries are
fading.”

Commons Stats
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
which shows that at night the busiest times are
from 5:30 to 5:45 and 6:00 to 6:15. For break¬
fast, 7:30 to 7:45 is the most frequented time,
with double the traffic of any other 15-minute
period. During lunch last Tuesday, 783 people
entered Commons from 11:45 to 12:45.
“People are eating more this year,” ob¬
served Schwartz. “Usually, by now [students]
have the ‘freshman 15’ and the count starts fall¬
ing off... Typically, you lose 5 to 7 percent off
the total count by the end of October.” Each
year, Schwartz finds consumption at Commons
linked to national dietary trends. “There has
been a huge increase in the vegan/vegetarian
population,” said Schwartz, who estimates the
Bates vegan/vegetarian population to be 15
percent of the student body.
Schwartz believes that Dining Services is
characterized by a distinct culture, which she
defines as “POS, positively outrageous service...
No matter who the customer is - student, staff
or colleague - we do what it takes to make that
person happy.” Each week, Schwartz answers
200 napkins for the napkin board. While she
tries to meet every request, she explained that
some requests are too costly and other cannot

be done because the facility is already running
at full capacity. “The infrastructure of the build¬
ing is really maxed out in terms of electricity
and water. I can’t even plug in another phone
or piece of equipment,” explained Schwartz.
Many of these limitations will be eased when
the new Commons is built. “And, yes, we will
have a waffle bar,” she elaborated.
Beyond traffic and people, Schwartz tracks
production, consumption and waste statistics.
In an average month, Commons produces
10,000
muffins, 11,000 cookies, 27,000 ba¬
gels and nearly 50,000 tomato slices. Last year,
Dining Services created over 230 tons of waste,
of which 162,459 pounds were post-consumer
waste and 8,377 pounds were napkins.
Despite the significant waste production,
Commons strives to be environmentally friend¬
ly, which Schwartz claims Bates is more suc¬
cessful at than other colleges. Instead of solely
sending waste to a landfill, Dining Services
sorts waste and diverts it to a pig farm, compost
or a landfill. Schwartz explained, “85 percent
of our waste goes to the pig farm, compost or
recycling. [Other colleges] send all their waste
to the landfill. We don’t do business like any¬
one else.”
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Zerby

Mayor

Lectu re
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prostitute was instead “soliciting me, not the
other way around. I walked by this wom¬
an three times, and she propositioned me
each time.” Soule was also issued a court
summons for criminal mischief in 2001 for
placing campaign handbills in places with¬
out permission and for assaulting another
person posting opposing handbills. Both
charges were later dropped.
While Soule agrees that the charges
against Guay will help his chances against
the incumbent mayor, he does not feel over¬
ly confident. This is his fifth time running
for mayor and he has never received more
than 800 votes. According to the Sun Jour¬
nal, Soule’s past campaign themes have in¬
cluded building a replica of the Eiffel Tower
in Lewiston to increase tourism, censoring
control of cable television and combining
the offices of city administrator and mayor.
Regardless if Guay is found guilty, the
mayor and the city administrator find the
charges to be unrelated to his municipal
duty. The punishment for the misdemeanor
crime of sexual assault can be as little as a
$2,000 fine or as much as a jail term of 364
days. Local residents have had mixed reac¬
tions to the news. Most claim that it will not
affect their decision at the polls since he
has not been found guilty.

Two Otis Fellows
Present Summer
Environmental
Studies
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

pletely different textures and patterns. In
her journey to Northern Chile and Southern
Peru, Wolf explored the importance that
weaving holds today among various indig¬
enous groups in these areas. Wolf soon dis¬
covered the cultural tensions between the
Aymara people of Northern Chile and the
Quetchua people who reside in the Peru¬
vian cities of Puno and Cusco. The Aymara
are known for softer textures and more of¬
ten use solid colors, while the Quetchuan
weavings use brighter colors in intricate
patterns and are a major part of the tour¬
ist industry in Peru. The distinctive weav¬
ing patterns of the two groups indicate that
weaving remains an important part of cul¬
tural identity for these people even today. A
slideshow of Wolf’s photographs, depicting
men, women and children displaying their
weavings, demonstrated Wolf’s conclusion
that in “any market scene, any plaza...
these textiles are there.”
Committee members for the Otis Fel¬
lowship are now looking for students who
are eligible to receive the 2006 scholarship.
Applications will be due by Feb. 1 at 4 p.m.
As seen in the contrast between the proj¬
ects of Blazej and Wolf, the Otis Fellowship
leaves students a great deal of freedom to
create their own ideas for using the fel¬
lowship. The application guidelines only
require students’ proposals to be “an in¬
novative or imaginative way to carry out a
personal concern or interest in the natural
world.”

out religion.
Prothero spoke about three early educa¬
tional texts, the New England Primer, Noah
Webster’s American Spelling Book, and the
McGuffy readers. These three texts all used
religious stories, vocabulary and prayers to
teach young American children to read in
the early days of the republic. According
to Prothero, the three texts created a soci¬
ety with basic and cultural literacy, a society
unified by “shared morals, aesthetics and
beliefs.” Toward the end of the 19th centu¬
ry, however, this prevalent religious knowl¬
edge gave way to ignorance.
Prothero discussed the gradual elimina¬
tion of religion from education. He noted
that as Evangelists developed into the Chris¬
tian majority, the Puritans’ emphasis on
the intellectual aspect of their faith gave
way to Evangelists’ practice of discourag¬
ing religious literacy. Prothero noted a re¬
ligious shift from theology to morality that
coincided with the secularization of public
schools. As public schools decided to leave
the responsibility of religious education to
the churches, the churches began to drift
away from intellectual and theological prac¬
tices.
Prothero next discussed the seculariza¬
tion of public schools. As Protestantism in
the United States increasingly diversified,
sects had more to oppose about the religion
taught in public schools. While Protestant
factions’ beliefs often seemed to contrast,
Prothero noted, Protestants as a whole rec¬
ognized the importance of binding together
to maintain a front against other religions.
Prothero believes that the resulting “reduc¬
tion” of Protestantism to a watered-down,
crowd-pleasing recipe, suitable to be taught
in public schools, converted religion into a
standardized set of morals.
The schools’ mistake, Prothero re¬
lated, was that they tried to generalize
religion. Prothero compared a religion to a
language, noting that there is no such thing
as speaking “language in general” just as
one cannot practice “religion in general.” If
no choice is made, a society will be secular¬
ized.
Prothero then spoke about the current
status of faith in our nation. Our nation,
he believes, has never recovered from the
“collapse from religion into morality.” Even
Evangelical radicals have reduced their faith
to political activism. To reverse what he
deems a pressing threat to our nation’s edu¬
cation and political competency, Prothero
believes that public schools should educate
students about religion. Prothero made the
important distinction between teaching reli¬
gion and teaching religious knowledge, not¬
ing that while the former concept is uncon¬
stitutional, the latter is essential to a complete
education. Prothero believes that teachers
should not preach faith or secularism, but
should educate about the diverse religions
of the world to foster a better understanding
among educated Americans. Such religious’’'
education, Prothero asserts, will benefit our
nation politically.
The Rayborn Lindley Zerby Lectures
on Contemporary Thought honor the late
Rayborn L. Zerby of Lewiston, professor
emeritus of religion and Dean of the Fac¬
ulty at Bates. The program brings to campus
leading commentators on contemporary re¬
ligious thought each year. Previous Zerby
lecturers have included Holocaust chroni¬
cler Elie Wiesel and the Rev. Peter Gomes,
a Bates alumnus and minister of Memorial
Church at Harvard University.
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Theater Department Gives 'Shrew' a New Spin
Production of classic romantic comedy had modern set and feminist edge

C

ALEXANDRA KELLY
ARTS STAFF WRITER

ompletely sold out days before
the performances, the Bates The¬
ater Department’s take on William
Shakespeare’s “The Taming of
the Shrew,” directed by Paul Kuritz, was well
worth the long lines that enthusiastic audience
members endured in hopes of winning a seat.
The
Bates
production
modern¬
ized the light-hearted romantic com¬
edy, setting it not in the Renaissance,
but in 1950s-60s Italy, and brings a more
feminist light to it in more than one respect.
The plot deals with two sisters, the mildtempered, conciliatory Bianca and the re¬
bellious, unmanageable Katherina, and the
trials that they and their suitors must face
in dealing with marriage, money and love.
The acting in this production was superb,
striking just the right note between comedy
and sincerity to get the play’s messages across
and to keep the audience laughing. The ac¬
tors and actresses well understood the sig¬
nificance of their lines, using the appropriate
tone and body language to ensure that the
audience would, as well. They also showed
seamless adaptation to the unexpected, im¬
provising flawlessly so that the audience had
no idea that anything was amiss. The cast
worked very well together, no one player
dominated the attention, and each connect¬
ing with their character to create believable
relationships onstage.
The play’s comedy, though partially
from Shakespeare’s lines themselves, came
more from the actors’ expressions, timed
pauses and movements aside from their
lines. From Claudeny Obas' ’08 Gremio’s flirtations with every woman in
the theater to the transformation of Joe
Williams' ’09 Lucentio from a lovelorn
tourist to a bongo-playing poet to the scur¬
rying terror of the servants in Petruccio’s
home, the audience was kept laughing.

Technically, the play was
very well-done, creating just
the right mental atmosphere
for the audience. The di¬
mensions of the Gannett
Theater meant that the set,
designed as an Italian court¬
yard with windows, doors
and balconies looking out,
was very close to the audi¬
ence, ensuring, if the danc¬
ing and flirting did not, that
the audience felt a part of
the show. The lighting was
unobtrusive but expressive,
and from the extinguish¬
ing of lights in windows
on Kate and Petruccio’s
wedding night to the disco
ball that falls for their fi¬
nal dance it helped to fur¬
ther the plot. The music,
too, added to the mood
and the comedy, especially
ZACH LAPIN/THE BATES STUDENT
the use of Dean Martin’sj
New
'Shrew':
The
theater
department's
production
of
Shakespeare's
"Taming of the Shrew" was set in
“That’s Amore” as Kate and
1960's Italy. Shown above are Stephen Lattanzi '08, as Petruccio, Kym Bell '07 as Katherina and Dane
Petruccio’s theme after their
Cunninghaningha '07, as Hortensio
tumultuous first meeting.
The
audience,
as
large as the theater could safe¬
Kate’s shrewishness,” said Kuritz, “in the and Hortensio delivers the line of victory,
ly
hold,
was
good-natured
and reactions of the family and communi¬
“Thou hast tamed a curst shrew," to Kate.
ready to be amused. Once again the theater’s ty to her minor infractions of the stifling The other factor that placed women on an
size meant that the audience could quite lit¬ decorum of the time.”
equal footing with men in this production
erally become part of the action, whether
Petruccio, on the other hand, despite was the casting of Baptista Minola, the girls’
dancing with cast members at a wedding,
his gentlemanly appearances, appears in parent, not as the traditional family patri¬
being threatened at knifepoint, being flirted the theater brawling with his manservant arch, but as a powerful and domineering
with by Gremio or ducking out of the way and terrifying all through intimidation. mother. This forces men like Hortensio and
as actors chased over their seats. Instead of In the traditional Shakespeare, Katherina is Gremio, themselves powerful and convinced
delivering the message that women should the “shrew” tamed in the face of her more of their superiority, to appeal to a woman. She
be submissive and obedient, Kuritz chose to powerful husband, Petruccio, but largely is shrewd in business, dealing with Petruc¬
show that men and women may be at an equal through unspoken gestures and action, the cio and his demands for a dowry and taking
footing in love, marriage and even business.
audience saw that perhaps Katherina was control of her daughters’ education. This
The audience meets Kate, already reviled for the one that remained unchanged, and Pe¬ casting also helps to soften the division be¬
some unspoken sin, standing out from her truccio was the tamed shrew.
tween men and women at the end of the
prim and pretty sister. While outwardly very
“I believe Petruccio is the one who play, for as the men make wagers on their
different from the apparent ideals of her so¬ changes,” says Kuritz. “In fact, I believe Kate wives’ obedience, she places her own bet
ciety, Kate can be seen as concerned for her tames him.”
among theirs and oversees the proceedings.
sister’s well-being in marriage and eager for
In addition to Obas ’08 as Gremio the
This is apparent at the end of the play,
her mother’s love and favor.
when Petruccio prostrates himself to his manservant and Joe Williams ’09 as Lu"That’s how I’d like to establish wife in defiance of her obedient gesture,
See SHREW page 9

Acclaimed Poet Reads Work, Discusses Life's Travels
KATIE CELESTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Cataloguing poet Sydney Lea’s accom¬
plishments will leave you short of breath;
he has taught at Dartmouth, Yale, Middlebury and Wesleyan, and has traversed the
globe, with fellowships from the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Guggenheim Foundation
and the Fulbright Foundation. In 2001, he
was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for his
collection of poems; "Pursuit of a Wound,"
and he managed to pick up the Poet’s Prize
for "To the Bone” in 1996. Besides offering
his own work to the public, and his exper¬
tise to aspiring poets, Lea has supported
and shaped the American poetry scene by
editing The Bread Loaf Anthology of Con¬
temporary American Poetry and the New
England Review. He’s approached poetry
from every angle, which may explain the
richness of his work.
Before his reading in Chase Hall Lounge,
on Thursday, Nov. 3, Lea met with Rob¬
ert Farnsworth’s advanced poetry writing
class to recount how he came to compile
the aforementioned list of accomplishments
and to talk about the other bits of his life as

a poet. He lavishly praised Slovenia, a coun¬
try where he has traveled, read his work and
formed influential friendships. Slovenia has
a long national tradition of honoring poets
and supporting their work. Lea enjoyed this
atmosphere immensly, mentioning that Slo¬
venian cities have statues of poets in their
squares. Our marble heroes aren’t usually
artists, and Lea said he admired the central
position poetry inhabits in Slovenian cul¬
ture.
After describing the roundabout route
he took to become a writer- he was 35 be¬
fore he even decided to become a poet- Lea
gave a reading of some new work that will
most likely constitute his next book. De¬
spite his accomplishments, he was humble,
cautioning the audience that some of his
new stuff might be “shitty.” He also mocked
himself for reading a number of poems
that involved shooting animals and said
he wasn’t some sort of "NRA freak" or en¬
emy of animals. Many critics have praised
Lea for his narrative expertise and his work
seems accessible as a result of this mastery.
He writes with an ear for the sound and
See POET page 9
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Known for his narrative poetry which often focuses on the natural world, Sydney
Lea was a Pulitzer Prize finalist in 2001. Lea came to Chase Flail Lounge to read
excerpts from his work.
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'Jarhead': Mediocre Movie with Bland Plot
DAN COHEN
FILM COLUMNIST

As far as war movies about Desert
Storm go, “Jarhead” is the best, as it may
be the only film of its kind. “Jarhead” is the
typical been-there-done-that type of war
film. Not to say that’s a bad thing, as they
are always interesting, but there just wasn’t
an interesting pull in this one like in Saving
Private Ryan or Full Metal Jacket.
You have the main character who starts
to lose his mind and his partner who only
wants to kill, a hard-nosed drill sergeant,
the out of control irritating comic relief, a
bumbling nervous outcast and the rebel¬
lious soldier from Texas. The formula is
tired, but nevertheless still makes for a
good movie. There are a few intriguing
scenes that make the film worth it, but the
characters were just too generic for the au¬
dience to really jump up and down.
The film follows Marine Anthony Swoford (Jake Gyllenhaal), whose father was a
decorated Vietnam veteran. He leaves be¬
hind a weak mother, crazy sister and high
school girlfriend. Eventually, Anthony be¬
comes a sniper and is designated to a unit
who refer to themselves as “the Suck.” As
the country goes to war, Anthony and his
unit led by Staff Sargeant Sykes (Jamie Foxx)
go to the desert and await their time to fight.
The film focuses on their drive to do some¬
thing in the war as the air strike team has
virtually taken care of everything.
The acting was nothing to write home
about except for a few notable performances.
Jamie Fox (“Ray,” “Collateral”) easily gave the
best performance as leader of Swoford’s unit,
and had the best dialogue in the film. Jake
Gyllenhaal tries to rebound from "Day After

RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
ARTS STAFF WRITER

"Jarhead," directed by Sam Mendes, stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Jamie Foxx

Tomorrow," playing the main role. Unfor¬ girlfriend. Once he finds out she may be
tunately, he’s just not charismatic enough to sleeping with someone else, the film spend
spearhead the entire movie, though he does , way too much time on him wallowing
do a great job in all his critical scenes. As around depressed about it. The film clearly
far as the rest of the unit goes, Peter Sars- , ygnt^: to play this as one of the hardships
gaard (“Garden St^tpj”j“fl^gl|fpla^”) tymsJn j cpfj jpinjqg (bp rp^rirjes and .going off to war,
There were only
a chilling performance as Swoford’s mysteri¬ but it was overdone. ous partner. Other than that, the characters a few scenes where the director emphasizes
were flat, boring and predictable and the ste¬ the weather in the desert, which were done
reotypical soldiers you would see in any war very well. For example, at one point Sgt.
Sykes forces the unit to play football in their
movie.
One of the biggest problems in this gas gear as punishment for horsing around
film was its redundancy. There were way in front of reporters. This scene not only is
too many scenes where the dysfunctional humorous, but also shows the searing heat
“Suck” unit screws around, messes up and the soldiers have to go through. More scenes
gets yelled at by Jamie Foxx. One of the like this would have improved the film, with
other overplayed elements was Swoford’s
See JARHEAD, page 9

New Mest Album Lacks Clarity, Vision
SAM WELLES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the late nineties, Blink-182 present¬
ed a version of popular punk that seemed
friendly to everyone. Their sound and look
was original in a fascinating way. Based on a
musical theory of bare-bones arrangements
coupled with heavy use of studio effects,
Blink-l82’s image was as important as its
sound. As hindsight tells us, that image was a
highly marketable synthesis somewhat tame
rebellion and carefree lacidasical; this south¬
ern California band changed the alterna¬
tive music scene.
Blink was now the band that ev¬
eryone could agree on. They actually
sounded good (but not too good
to be the pop they stood
against) and they dressed
tough (but not too tough
to be the punk they tried
to hint at with their do-ityourself attitude and im¬
age). That very attitude,
image and sound were
very appealing to many
young people looking for
an easy rebellion to fit in
with. Blinkl82 sold many,
many albums, videos, Tshirts and merchandise.
Shortly thereafter, myr¬
iad punk bands "popped"
up everywhere, sounding
pretty much like and looking pretty much
like the unknowing founders of the main¬
stream actualization of the neo-punk move¬
ment. The music scene has become so over¬
ly exploited, it becomes clear how much the
Blink sound and look has been turned into a
formula for easy sales.
The new Mest album comes directly
from this corporate cookie cutter with a new
album. If you are lucky enough, you may

'New Roads' Brings
Rural Chinese Economy to
Screen

firms this. No amount of studio perfume
can hide how much they stink - and they
do stink. The verses are poppy and chord
driven carbon copies of Blink-182 but there
is no support from intellectual lyrics, careful
arrangement or even a reputation of a band
that plays well live.
Like every other artist in this genre, the
albums are formulaic with heavy use of stu¬
dio effects and highly crafted melodies remi¬
niscent of such acts as the Backstreet Boys
an interesting twist in that much of the
market was built in counter reaction to
those boy and girlbands.
As with the late-nineties
popr explosion, we quickly become
aware upon first listen that bands like
these have nothing to say with either
music or lyrics and are easily
forgotten. Without a mes¬
sage there is rarely mean¬
ing and this is absolutely
true of “Photograph.” The
songs are overly produced
and hardly memorable as
they are all based on the
same three chords.
The lyrical content is
more sickeningly sugary
sweet than Parrot Bay and
leaves a similar terrible
taste in your mouth, a simi¬
lar weight in your stomach
after forcing it down and a
similar blurry memory the
MAVERICK.COM/MEST
next morning. When you
defecates on a parked car to the cheers and can listen to a song and predict the next line
laughs of his simple-minded band mates. As by rhyme scheme alone, you should become
stomach turning as this is, what isn’t on the suspicious of foul play and expect a rat and
DVD is more telling of the pile of human this is where "Photograph" delivers.
This album is a string of twelve rats with
excrement that is this album.
The rare footage of the band playing mu¬ such predictable names as "Kiss Me, Kill
sic onstage has been overdubbed with the Me;1' "Can't Take This" and "Dying For You."
album version of the song they’re playing. The literary allusions in this album are so
This bring us to the obvious conclusion that
See MEST, page 9
Mest are inept musicians. The album con¬

even happen upon a bonus album that is
sold with a DVD that claims ’45 minutes of
exclusive behind the scenes tour footage.’ I
assumed they meant live footage of Mest ear¬
nestly trying to play their instruments. I was
wrong - it was worse, much worse. The DVD
plays like a night hanging out with a pack
of drunken morons and their antics on the
road. Drugs, sex and their fratboy pranks are
extended to disgusting limits in this tasteless
video. Without exaggeration, there is an ex¬
tended scene section in which the drummer

Jim Lambert had a dream: to tell the
story of a year in the life of an average Chi¬
nese man who did above average things. It
is yet another story perpetuating the idea
of the American success myth, and yet is
remarkably touching, without being overly
sentimental.
In his documentary "New Roads," pro¬
ducer Lambert captures the life of Fan
Hengjin, a businessman who rose to the
top of his profession in potato farming.
Growing up in one of the poorest areas of
China, the rural Anhui Province, Hengjin
knew what it was like to not have food
on the table. Just after junior high in 1984,
Hengjin was able to turn selling seeds to
farmers off the back of his bicycle, into is
own business, Hengjin Agriculture.
His company designed a method of
splicing first generation potato seedlings,
growing them in green houses and teach¬
ing farmers how to raise them. Then the
company buys back the potatoes and sells
them to processing plants. He is a man not
only driven to achieve personal success,
but also to improve the lives of others. He
encourages farmers to plant a test field
of different seeds and learn farming tech¬
niques before deciding to harvest a whole
crop, and he claims to know exactly what
farmers want.
Hengjin is straightforward, serious and
assertive, stating, “When people say my
seeds are no good, its because they didn’t
raise them correctly.” He is confident in his
methods, which makes his business stron¬
ger and more successful.
What was intended by Lambert to be
a documentary about how a road changed
a village in the lives of various Chinese
men, turned into the tale of one amazing
entrepreneur who struck Lambert from the
beginning.
The title, Lambert explains, is not only
about the actual road running through the
various Chinese communities, but a meta¬
phor for Hengjin, who has made himself
a “new road” by figuring out how to be
successful, and pursuing that goal until the
end despite many hardships.
The year that the documentary was
filmed, Lambert claims, was possibly one
of the worst years of Hengjin’s life in terms
of business. Yet, Hengjin allowed the
camera to keep rolling even though the
floods were the worst he’d ever seen, and
the first outbreak of SARS had just begun.
Still, Hengjin, described as being married
to his business, as many successful busi¬
nessmen are, stuck with everything that
he had worked so hard to accomplish.
The documentary itself differs greatly
from those of the countless documentaries
made for Americans about people in for¬
eign countries. Lambert, a Tennessee na¬
tive, created the documentary with ten
plus years of experience doing ground
work in China as both a trading executive
and a co-founder of a Chinese film and
music website. Now, Lambert has dedicat¬
ed himself solely to film, and he believes
that one cannot be successful in this area
without knowing a lot about another area.
Clearly, the way the film was sensitevely put together displays Lambert's ex¬
tensive knowlege of Chinese culture.This
was not an outsider’s view of a man, but
instead the viewer feels as if they are ac¬
tually sitting at the dinner table with him
discussing Chinese politics, or in the
green house learning about the dis¬
ease free strains he created. One feels as
though they are having a discussion with
See NEW ROADS, page 9
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Mest Album is a
'Pathetic Attempt1

Student Poet Discusses Inspiration

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

MARISSA CORRENTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

hackneyed and cliched they are rendered
meaningless in a desert of self-loathing
melodrama and martyrdom in a pathetic
attempt to appear profound. This album
is a waste of the plastic it's printed on. I
could not feasibly recommend this album
to a deaf and blind hamster. If you have an
interest in the study of why popular music
is formulaic and why the record sales are
flagging, then you might be interested in
stealing this album for I can't imagine a
fair price for compensating the listener for
the time lost on this 43-minute wasteland.
That albums like this are being released
in the year 2005 begs the question, if mu¬
sic is produced as cheaply as this, who
would even want to buy it? The record
company feels a need to spend millions
of dollars pushing the faux-punk lifestyle
of clothing, accessories, DVDs and music
to glean a bigger market share of the teen
demographic.
Mest is instantly forgettable because
they don’t write and play like Mest; they
write songs and play music like every other
atrocious band on MTV. One might won¬
der why not invest more money in artists
who can play their own instruments and
write their own songs rather than spend¬
ing millions in an ultimately losing effort
trying to sell these cheap artists to high
school kids who can’t differentiate original
1998 from mimeograph 2005. Of course
it is too easy to blame the man, but they
are a record industry, not a music industry.
With a million artists who all look the same
and sound the same, that one sound and
that one look become over-exposed and at
a certain point recognition for each indi¬
vidual artist becomes crowded out by the
image and sound of the behemoth of the
mainstream. Final Verdict: "Photograph"
by Mest: don’t even bother, Zero out of
Four stars.

Many of you probably know Marian
Goddard as a student, a junior or as your
JA and friend. Did you also know that
she is a published poet? Despite achiev¬
ing such a title, Goddard still remains
very humble. During an interview when
asked about her accomplishments, she just
laughed and rolled her eyes as if it was
no big deal. But don’t let that fool you.
Goddard is a talented poet whose abilities
shine through in her work.
Goddard began writing poetry in high
school. A little shy of her abilities, it was a
teacher who encouraged her to continue
writing. “She told me I just needed to write
more because mileage helps you create
better poems,” Goddard said. Not only did
she continue to write, she also became in¬
volved with her high school literary maga¬
zine. She became the editor-in-chief and
also submitted some poems.
It was upon her arrival to Bates that
Goddard really began to focus her at¬
tentions on her poetry writing. Not only
did Bates allow her mbr6 time for actual
writing, but the English department also
gave her the chance to focus her studies
on poetry. She is an English major with a
focus in creative writing and is currently
in Professor Robert Farnsworth’s advanced
poetry class. She has been published in
the Garnet, Bates' own literary magazine,
both her freshman and sophomore years.
She is also published in E-clectic, the Bates
online literary magazine. She was one of
six students to help organize and take part
in the student poetry reading, Beyond
Words, held last winter.
Goddard draws on different sources for
insight. She has been encouraged by Farn¬
sworth to continually read different poets’
work. Goddard does so and enjoys it.
“Reading expands everything so much.
Reading poems by different people makes
writing so much easier because you see
different sensibilities and how people tack¬
le different things,” says Goddard. “Seeing
that helps you get into it and helps you
immerse yourself in it.”
One of Goddard’s current works in
progress is actually a response to a poem
by Savageau. Savageau’s autobiographical
poem titled, “French Girls Are Fast,” reveals
how French girls tended to be looked
down upon in New England communities

"New Roads" Shows Unique
Entrepeneurship in China
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
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Hengjin, as equals, instead of viewing
a bizarre culture different from our own, un¬
like many other documentaries.
This is not a film about China or
about a foreigner showing us what life in
China is like, but about a unique man. Lam¬
bert is just as proud to show the documen¬
tary in China as he is in the United States, an
extraordinary accomplishment not undertak¬
en by most anthropological studies. Hengjin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
was almost always serious, and focused on
business, often picking Lambert’s brain about
what Americans like to eat. Lambert talked
centio, the production starred Maggie Mcabout his role as interviewer, and the caution
Cally ’07 as Baptista Minola, Kym Bell ’07
that he had to take in order to get important
as Katherina, Molly Joyce Marquand ’06 as
responses from Hengjin, being sensitive to
Bianca, Stephen Lattanzi ’08 as Petruchio,
his body language and certain topics, so that
Dane Cunningham ’07 as Hortensio, and
questions were appropriate for the film.
Sam Leichter ’08 as Gremio, another of Bi¬
The documentary was shown by Lam¬
anca’s suitors. The play also featured Sarah
bert himself at Bates last Wednesday night
Spraque ’07 as Vincentia, Ben Lebeaux ’06
in Olin and was followed by questions af¬
as Tranio, Kyle Easton ’06 as Biondello, Will
terward. He was excited to show his work
Treacy ’08 as Curtis, Anna Stockwell ’08 as a
to a new audience, as he will be doing so at
widow, Amanda Ayotte ’08 as Philipa, Eliza¬
various other colleges throughout the month
beth Wilcox ’09 as Josepha, Kolby Hume ’09
of November, next to be seen by Harvard
as the Haberdasher, Laura Burns ’08 as NichUniversity. Received well at Bates, both by
ola and Pamela Froese ’08 as Nathaniela.
students and community members, it will
The Taming of the Shrew has inspired
surely be a success at other showings. Lam¬
numerous derivations, including the Cole
bert should be proud to show off such1 a
Porter musical Kiss Me Kate, which won
great accomplishment, which not only de- ; Tony awards in 1949 for the original and
scribes potato farming in China, but gives hs i in 2000 for the revival, and the 1999 mo¬
a peak into the life of one unique man who 1 tion picture 10 Things I Hate About You.
is determined not only to be successful for
Bates’ production marked another in its
himself, but to help others as well.
long line of successes.

Modern 'Shrew'
Comes to Bates Stage

SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
Marian Goddard began writing poetry in earnest during high school. At Bates, she
is focusing her English major on her poetry and has been published in The Garnet
and E-clectic.
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because is3 compared to Irish Catholic girls,
the French' girls developed faster sexually.
Goddard responded to this idea in her new
poem, “Fast Girl.” In this poem, Goddard
tells the story of her grandmother meeting
her grandfather, and the unplanned preg¬
nancy that started her family. She explores
how this event has shaped and affected not
just her, but her entire family.
Goddard finds that like in her poem “Fast
Girl" she tends to draw on her own expe¬
riences and focuses on her family history
and family relationships. In her poem “Ice
Talk,” published in the April 2005 edition of
E-clectic, Goddard captures a moment with
her father in which they are out skating to¬
gether. She writes, “I didn’t like the way the
ice talked. / It sounded tired, / Like it was
ready to give up holding me./ He said not
to be afraid, the ice is thick, / It’s just breath¬
ing.”
An avid reader who enjoys a good story,
Goddard tries to communicate a narrative
through her poetry as well. In “Ice Talk,”
Goddard uses simple, yet powerful words
to capture her story, this moment with her
father. As an artist that is her goal: to cre¬
ate powerful art. She recognizes that prose
is an adequate and interesting way to tell a
story, but finds telling a story through poetry
just as challenging. “Telling a story with po-

etry is difficult because of the whole idea of
having to constrict the amount of words that
you use,” said Goddard. “I like writing poetry
more because it can be more powerful, in
terms of the images it portrays and because
the word choice is just so much more sig¬
nificant.”
She concedes that her poetry helps her
to put things in perspective and can help her
cope with personal experiences. However,
for her, first and foremost poetry is art. “Writ¬
ing is a wonderful way for me to sit back
and reflect on things that have happened. I
also write to capture things that shouldn’t be
forgotten. Human memory is one of those
incredibly frail things. People constantly for¬
get. So a great way to capture moments is by
writing it down. But I think when it comes
down to it poetry is art,” said Goddard.
This artist certainly has talent and direc¬
tion. Goddard plans on contributing to the
Garnet for the third year in a row. She hopes
to maybe help organize another student po¬
etry reading next semester.
She will write a creative writing thesis in
poetry next year. After that, Goddard plans
on dual career as a high school teacher and
poet. Not only will teaching allow her time
to write, but Goddard believes it will help
her grow and learn as well.

Reading Showcases
Poet's Honest Style

'Jarhead' Forgettable

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

sense of things, which makes his poetry at
once understandable and full of crisp, excit¬
ing sounds.
Lea's poetry is complex, despite the
simplicity of many of his verses; his stories
are easy to grasp but hard to summarize.
He writes about things like dogs peeing on
his porch, but rounds the poem out by ask¬
ing questions about the nature of animals,
and by extension, humans. He writes of a
dog that keeps coming back even after Lea
shoots it, and he wonders what makes dogs
and people stick to their Sisyphean callings,
whether self-made or otherwise created.
His work attacks these cosmic questions,
but doesn’t leave the reader baffled, which
makes for a satisfying experience all around.
Just in case this pleasant incarnation of po¬
etry isn’t engaging to all, Lea comes bearing
Kojak jokes, which may have made the pro¬
fessors laugh harder than the students, but
that still earns him points.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

less time devoted to Swoford looking at a
picture of his girlfriend.
Visually the film is decent, especially
the first and last ten minutes, where director
Sam Mendes uses slick techniques as Swo¬
ford does a voice over about his family and
why he joined the marines. There is another
great visual detail in the bathroom where
Swoford vomits and sand comes out of his
mouth. Other than this, the film is not an
innovative war picture and uses techniques
that have been overdone.
Despite a couple intriguing characters
and mildly intense scenes, “Jarhead” is pretty
forgettable, although it did hold my inter¬
est because of one key difference that other
war movies do not have. Where so much
has been done on World War II and Viet¬
nam, Desert Storm doesn’t give much for
any great battles, which does make the film
interesting and Mendes is able to carry this
theme artfully throughout the film. However,
the characters wait around for something to
do in during this war, and unfortunately the
audience has to wait around for two hours
for something exciting to happen as well.
“Jarhead” is worth a look, but don’t expect a
great war movie.

SPORTS
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This Week in Sports: A View
from a Cynical Ohioan
NATE PURINTON
STAFF WRITER
10/30/05

The Cleveland Browns manage to lose to the
winless Houston Texans 19-16 after the players complained bitterly all week about being disrespected
by the Las Vegas oddsmakers who put them as two
point underdogs. Why doesn’t this team move to
Baltimore? Meanwhile, in New England, I watch for¬
mer Browns coach Bill Bellichick and his Patriots get
manhandled for fifty minutes by the Buffalo Bills and
still win. Tedy Bruschi is involved in 37 hits, (thanks,
ESPN) a previously uncharted statistic that may or
may not indude the hits he received from the Bills
offensive line.
11/01/05

Kevin Millwood, the Cleveland Indians pitcher
who led the AL in ERA, files fear free agency. Good¬
bye, Kevin. It will be fun watching the Red Sox and
Yankees bid on him like an auction item. For twelve
million a year, the Red Sox will sign him and be satis¬
fied with the ten wins he gives them and the two
months he spends on the DL. The Indians will have
offered eighteen million over four years,
Theo Epstein steps down as GM of the Red
Sox. Schools are canceled throughout New England.
ESPN carries the press conference live instead of a
replay of the 1964 Browns Championship game that
I was attempting to record.
11/02/05
Notre Dame gives Charlie Weis the keys to the
vault, handing him a contract extension through 2015!
I have trouble remembering to put 2005 on the head¬
er of all my assignments, and 2006 is a frightening
thought graduation He is guaranteed ten years and
the guy has coached eight games without beating a
formidable opponent His predecessor, Ty Willing¬
ham, won his first eight games as coadvreceived a
slap cxi the back, and four years later, an unceremoni¬
ous dismissal last January. Something is wrong here,
and I am a Notre Dame fan
11/03/05

LeBron James scores 31 points in 32 minutes of
play as the Cleveland Cavaliers win their hcxne open¬
er. Something tells me that nobody in the national
media is going to care about LBJ until he signs with
New York or LA, Someday, he could be as good as

Michael Jordan but it’s hard to like somebody who
received a Hummer for his eighteenth birthday. Is
he 21 yeti
11/04/05

Forced to read another Bill Simmons article about
the Boston sports scene, when will ESPN.com realize
that this guy has a singular focus? He is entertaining
but do we really need three articles on the front page
of the website devoted to the New En^and Patriots, a
mediocre team this year?
11/05/05

ESPN power rankings for the 2006 MLB season
are posted and the Indians are number 1, but wait, it’s
predicated upon their resigning of Millwood What a
tease. I am struggling to come up with a catch phrase
matching this past season’s Tribe in ’05, which I have
been chanting for two years. I can’t help but think
what would have been had Major League Baseball
not fixed the final week of the season, farcing the
Indians to lose in hopes of pairing the Red Sox and
the Yankees in the playoffs again.
11/06/05

Leaving the football game at halftime to play a
quick nine holes on a marvelous day, Bates is firmly
in control On the Par 5, eighth hde, I hit a good
drive. I decide for my second shot, I am going to
try and hit a driver off the deck, a bold maneuver to
be sure. In search of my first par of the day, I come
over the rise, and there the ball is, ati®ot from tire pirn
a sure Eagle. Time to celebrate' l filront fcieotbel
Bates golfers to talk trash as I am the first person to hit
the green in two all year. I walk cn to the green and
my playing partner alerts me to another ball, my ball,
forty yards shottof the green Some malicious golfer
before me left a ball on the green Who does that?
Only Satan, I am sure. I return to Bates to discover
that Bowdoin has rallied to beat our football squad
Typical. It was probably the officiating.
11/07/05

Ten years ago today, Art Modell announced that
he was moving the Cleveland Browns to Baltimore.
A bit of a sore spot. At least, the Bates women’s soc¬
cer team won NESCACs. The Browns even won,
accidentally, I am sure.
Who knows what next week will bring.

FieldTurf a Future Possibility
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Treasurer Chris Theile ’07, this loss affected
their seeding drastically. “Had we beat MMA,
we would have made it into the upper eche¬
lon Playoff tournament, but that loss cost us
the seed we needed, and we were bumped
down into the lower level playoffs." Adding
further fuel to the controversy is the fact that
the soccer team was holding practice on the
very same fields at the time.
Assistant Director of Athletics Marsha
Graef says she shares the concerns of the
club sport athletes. “We have so few fields
as is, and all of our fields have to be shared
between varsity, club, and intramural sports,”
she noted. She explained that the reason
why the rugby matches were canceled was
the short growing season, and that the rain
caused the fields to be in terrible condition.
If the fields were not put under proper
maintenance, the wear and tear from usage
in the fall would freeze over in the winter
and the frost layers melting would result in
divots and holes that would greatly increase
injury risks among spring sport competitors.
The cancellation, she explained, was a pre¬
cautionary measure. When asked about the
use of the samp field by men’s soccer, she
Stated that at the time, the athletic depart¬
ment
not ’awafd about the team con¬
tinuing to practice there at the time, and
that they put an end to it once they did find
out.
One thing that both club teams and the
school agree on is that the field situation
will become worse before it gets better. Be¬
cause of construction for additional student
housing, the Rand Field will no longer be
available beginning next spring. This rais¬
es the possibility that next fall, both rugby
teams will have to practice on the small plot
near Page, which is named in the memory
of former men’s rugby captain David Miller
’97. According to Graef, there is also the
potential that the Bardwell St. field might be
used for work trailers in conjunction with

Lemony Fresh Nothing But Sweet for Orange Whip
WHITNEY WARREN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A Woll family special house recipe, lots of psycho-D and some seriously sticky fingers proved the
necessary ingredients to bring the Lemony Fresh
tournament championship hcxne to Bates College.
On a wonderful day in Rhode Island for Frisbee
- cod with subtle winds - a well fed and well rested
ultimate team faced off against New England col¬
lege and club teams. After a good night’s sleep on
a fill belly of turkey dinner, a meal so incredible the
only word captain Jeremiah Vernon ’06 could think
to describe it as was ‘scrumtrilscent,’ the team took to
the field for game 1 of the Open Division (5 guys, 2
girls on the field).
As a young and innocent antelope, peacefully
drinking along the banks of a crocodile-infested
African riverbed is savagely ripped apart - bones
snapping flesh tearing amid feeble squeals of pain,
so too were the teams who took the field facing Or¬
ange Whip.
In the team’s first game against an outmatched
but resilient and spirited Colby B team, Whip kept

the Frisbee in the opponent’s half for the entire
game, manhandling the Mules 11-0 and setting up
an important match against tournament hosts Whea¬
ton College. After going down 1-0 on a beautifully
anting hammer throw, Bates Ultimate never looked
back, destroying the ‘hammer-happy’ team 11-4 be¬
hind solid zone defense and an offense that ripped
through Wheaton’s self-labeled “Midget Pom” de¬
fense.
The victory propelled Whip to the Open Divi¬
sion semi-finals and a match against RIUT (Rhode Is¬
land Ultimate Team), a team who had just knocked
off the Colby A team earlier in the day. This time,
Bates’ depth (17 players) played a huge tde in a
13-5 dismantling of the Rhode Island school. ‘We
brought an amazing team...a “boo-yah,’ inspirational
group of people,” noted co-captain Pennie Taylor ’06
. “There is such a depth of talent this year that we
were never worried about a line-up on the field..at
times there would be four first-years out there and
the flow would be just as great as when there was a
field foil of seniors.”
In the end, the finals proved to be the major

test Tired but resilient, Ultimate faced off against a
strong Bowdoin A team for the tournament champi¬
onship. Sustaining a 4 point lead well past halftime,
the Polar Bears were able to battle back and tie the
score at 10.
With a two goal lead necessary to win, the game
stayed tight until, with the score tied at 12, a long
throw into the end zone gave Whip a one point ad¬
vantage. Bowdoin responded with a long drive that
set them up on the Bates goal line for the tie - a tie
that would never come. With an errant swing pass
yielding a costly turnover, Bates pushed with short,
quick passes. They ended the game with a flick to
Adam Miller ’09 from fellow freshman Mac King.
After such a long day, victory tasted wonderful.
‘You travel from Bates to Rhode Island expecting
to play well” commented Vernon “But to win every
game and be first out of twelve teams, well it just
took my breath away.” The ebullient attitude has
boosted the dedication and commitment of the en¬
tire Ultimate team. Needless to say, Whip will soon
be taking a lot more than just breaths away... I don’t
really know what that means.

Bobcats Capitalize Early Off Turnovers, Can't Hold On For Win
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

fourth, their true comeback did not take full
flight until the fourth quarter. The score go¬
ing into the fourth quarter remained 14-0.
Four seconds into the final quarter, how¬
ever, Bowdoin found a short 6-yard touch¬
down pass to bring the score to 14-7. Just a
few minutes later, Bowdoin rolled down the
field on a 76-yard drive that ended with an¬
other short touchdown pass, this time for five
yards, tying the score. With just 58 seconds
left in the game, the Polar Bears overcame
the 14-point lead that Bates had coming into
the fourth quarter with a 2-yard touchdown

run. This made the final score 21-14.
The Bobcats offense had an excellent,
balanced game against Bowdoin. Bates head
coach Mark Hardman commented on the of¬
fense’s performance noting how “[the team]
[was] able to keep Bowdoin off-balance be¬
tween the run and the quick passing game.”
Colon completed 20 passes for 172 yards,
with running back Walker pummeling the\
Polar Bears’ defense throughout the game by
rushing 26 times for 123 yards and a touch¬
down. An important note on Walker is that
he picked up an injury early in the fourth
quarter, which put him out for the rest of the
game. “Jamie played extremely well and was

the major catalyst for the offense. He will
be day-to-day with a shoulder injury,” com¬
mented Harriman. Bates’ defense also had
a very good game against the Polar Bears.
Bodger led the defense with 13 tackles and
an interception that resulted in a touchdown
on the subsequent drive. Kayce was another
big performer for the defense with nine tack¬
les and the other interception that resulted in
the other Bates’ touchdown. Schmelz had 7
punts for 249 yards and converted two extra
points.
The Bobcats wrap up their season Satur¬
day at Hamilton.

the construction for the new dining hall.
One way to alleviate the field space short¬
age would be revamping Garcelon Field, a
project that would include the installation of
FieldTurf artificial grass. FieldTurf is consid¬
ered the best quality in artificial turf, and is
currently used in many collegiate and pro¬
fessional playing fields across the country.
According to Graef, FieldTurf would not be
affected by the long Maine winters or pose
an injury risk like other types of artificial
turf, and has the added advantage of allow¬
ing for a truer bounce for all types of balls.
The proposal would also include lighting so
that the field can be used at night.
Unfortunately, the project is a long way
from even starting, as the department wants
to reassess funding after the Campaign for
Bates is completed this spring. But Graef
believes that this particular proposal is im¬
portant for the future of Bates. “When look¬
ing at what the student body needs, I think
it has to be at the top of the list,” she com¬
mented.
For now, there seems that there is not
much of a solution in sight. “We’re trying
our best to maintain the fields. I’d love for
there to be more room for students to go
outside and play ball, but there’s not much
we can do right now,” said Graef. The best
that the school can do for now is to make
better use of the existing fields, including
the Miller Field behind Page. One plan is
to cover parts of the field with a level roll of
artificial turf during practices and games so
no one will be injured by the nearby.
Unfortunately for now, field scheduling
will continue to be a problem so long as
the student body continues to be active in
all sports and until the dream, of FieldTurf
surfaces becomes a reality. One can only
hope that in the future, it won’t affect other
club sports as it did this fall with the men’s
rugby season.

In Part Two of the Series next edition,
funding at the Club Sports level will be looked
at in more detail.

Runners
Prepare for
Regionals
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

Bobcat to cross the finish line, 39th overall
with a time of 26:48. Dittmar placed 4lst at
26: 52 and Murray placed 66th at 27:14.
Thirty-eight teams competed in ECAC’s.
The Bates team scored 71 points, coming in
second place to the Williams team, which
scored 46 points. The College of New Jersey
followed Bates in third with 149 points. This
win was Williams’ first ECAC title.
“This performance bodes well for next
week at NCAA Regionals. We’re going into
the most important meet of the year with lots
of confidence and nothing to loose. It’s all
coming together at exactly the right time,”
commented Biggart.
Overall, Fereshetian was content with
the performance of the team, pleased that its
depth was able to come through like he had
been hoping it would all season.
Fereshetian stated, “all in all we got exact¬
ly what we wanted out of the meet and now
we will add Dan Johnson back into a team
that is running with much greater confidence
and enthusiasm as we head into the Regional
Championships this weekend in Springfield.
We are prepared to surprise many teams that
have been in front of us throughout the sea¬
son.”
The NCAA Regional Championship meet
will take place on Saturday, Nov. 12 at 11am
in Springfield, Mass.

SPORTS

Men’s XC
Excels
at ECAC's
JESSIE SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 5th, the Eastern College Athletic
Conference Championships tested the depth
of the Bobcat pack. Without the presence
of captain Dan Johnson ’06, the men’s cross
country team looked to its second through
eighth spot runners to step up and fill the
void.
“With the exception of Dan Johnson,
most of the team has not been able to consis¬
tently race at the level we have been training
at most of the year. So we thought that this
would be a good opportunity for most of the
team,” said coach Al Fereshetian.
Captain Matt Biggart ’06, William Kenney
’06, Steve Monsulick ’07, Matt Dunlap ’08,
Andrew Percy ’08, Pete Dittmar ’09 and CJ
Murray ’09 traveled to Waterford, Connecti¬
cut’s Harkness Memorial State Park course on
Saturday for the 8-km race hosted by Con¬
necticut College. Who would prove himself
worthy of being a called a Bobcat?
“We ran well at ECAC’s. We had four guys
in the top 15 with Steve Monsulick [winning
the race]. All seven guys who raced had life¬
time bests,” said Biggart.
“Steve Monsulick got some much needed
experience of running at the front of the field
and he broke away from the field at two miles
and never looked back as he broke the col¬
legiate record on the course by one second
and won by 29 seconds,” added Fereshetian.
Monsulick achieved All-ECAC honors
with his race-winning time of 25:19- Biggart
commented that Monsulick will be “one of
the leaders next year.”
“Andrew Percy, and Matt Biggart also re¬
corded All-ECAC performances by racing near
the front of the pack all race long and ending
up among the top 15,” noted Fereshetian.
Dunlap landed 5th place with a time of
26:05. Percy finished 12th, close behind at
26:17, almost immediately followed by Big¬
gart in 14th at 26:18. Kenney was the fifth
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Sailors Cruise at Regattas at BU, URI;
Climb Up to 16th in New England Rankings
BILLIE HIRSCH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Once again the oft-overlooked Bates
Sailing Team had a stellar weekend at
Boston University in the Underdog Regat¬
ta and at Rhode Island in the Nickerson
Trophy. On Saturday, Patrick "The Show"
Schule ’06 and Nate "Determination" Mer¬
rill ’08 skippered the way to victory at BU,
fighting through snow and cruised past
the competition on Sunday along with
their crews Mary Francis "Texas" Griffith
’09, Lily "Captain" Conover ’07 and Sarah
"Smiles" Hoyt ’08.
Francis said of the weekend: “I never
thought I’d be sailing in the snow, and
even with the freezing cold temperatures,
Pat and I made the best of it by sailing
fast and enjoying an out-of-season snow¬
ball fight.” Both the A and B teams domi¬
nated the fleets with alternating first and
secondplace finishes. In winning this re-

gatta they qualified for both the Atlantic
Coast Dinghy Tournament in Charleston,
SC (might get a tan!) next weekend and
the New England Dinghy Champions this
spring.
Carolyn "The Crusher" Nye ’09 and
Emily "Watermelon" Doble ’09 headed the
charge south to URI along with their trusty
crews Celeste "Rookie" Ladd ’09 and Franz
"Techno" Ritt ’08. “It was a great experi¬
ence and my first full regatta. I could tell
the competition was tough, sailing with
Carolyn was fun and difficult at the same
time because we were a lightweight team,
but overall the experience was great and
I was able to get a feel for what sailing
against very competitive teams was like,”
noted Ladd.
At the end of the weekend the firstyears beat such varsity teams as Coast
Guard, Providence College, Maine Mari¬
time, Massachusetts Maritime and the
dreaded Bowdoin; similar results to those

the Bates first-years obtained last year.
This regatta helped to enforce the idea that
Bates first-years will continue to bring the
sailing team glory for the next four years.
The team has been quickly climbing
up in rankings the past few years. They
moved from 22nd in New England in 2003
to 18th last year and are ending the 2005
season in l6th place. Doble stated, “it’s
awesome being a freshman and joining
up with a team that is growing more and
more each year. To hear coaches from
other schools say that this year [the team]
[was] at [its] best, was great. Sixteenth in
New England is outstanding for being a
club sport racing against lots of -reputable
varsity teams.”
Parts of this season have been rocky,
with many regatta and practice cancella¬
tions due to foul Maine weather as well
as injuries, but in the end the team pulled
through, claiming their place at sweet six¬
teen.

Women's Cross Country Runs "Second Seven"
\ (

at
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NCAA Regional's
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SCOTT PRIEST
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Allie Goldstein ’09 led women’s cross coun¬
try to a 12th place at Saturday’s ECAC Division in
Championships in Waterford, Conn. Goldstein
placed 60th overall with a time of 24:34 at the
6K event, leading a tight cluster of Bobcats in
scoring contention.
“This was a good weekend for us,” said
Head Coach Jay Hartshorn. “The course was fast
and flat but it was hot so I think that times were
a little slow for the whole field.”
Emily Williams ’07 finished right behind
Goldstein, crossing the line in 24:42, good for
68th place.
Caroline Ginsberg ’08, tri-captain Holly
Bales ’06 and Elizabeth Scannell ’07 finished
within fifteen seconds of one another, capturing
99th, 101st and 108th places, respectively. The
strength of Bates’ 3-5 runners allowed them to
finish, as a team, as high as it did.
“Caroline has been a solid 10-12 person for
us all year,” said Hartshorn. “She was injured

See Men's Cross-Country, page 10

Bobcat of
the Week
Jen Marino '09
Marino couldn't have
picked a better time to
score her fourth goal of
the year then in the sec¬
ond overtime of women's
soccer's 2-1 win over Tufts
in the NESCAC Champion¬
ship game. For her goal,
she was named NESCAC
Women's Soccer Player of
the Week.

early so she missed the Tufts race but has come
back strong.”
Springfield’s Meg Young won individual
honors, finishing in 21:46, more than a half-min¬
ute ahead of the nearest competitor. The highest
placing runner from Maine was USM’s Sara Marzouk, who finished in 3rd, the top runner from
NESCAC was Williams’ Gillian Tedeschi, in 5th
place. Two-hundred and twenty-seven women
completed the race.
Also running for Bates was Lillian RosscwGreenbeig ’08, who battled sickness all week
through practice and finished in 143rd place.
While NESCAC runners didn’t dominate tire
individual standings, their teams were clustered
at the top in team outcomes. Amherst finished in
first with 71 points; Tufts was two points back for
second place. Williams and Middlebury came in
3rd and 4th respectively. All seven competing
NESCAC teams finished among the top 12.
Bates sent their “second seven,” or roughly
their 8th-l4th best runners on the team, to ECAC’s
in order to rest their top runners for next week’s
NCAA Regional New England meet.

“Most of the top teams at ECAC’s run their
second sevens,” said Hartshorn. “But others do
run their top seven, so it’s a pretty good mix of
competition.”
Last year the Bobcats came in 10th out of 41
teams at Regional’s, though their top three fin¬
ishers are all gone from Bates, either by way of
transfer or graduation. Nonetheless, Hartshorn
has high aspirations for the meet and confidence
in her team looking ahead, with the return of
their well-rested top runners such as Kathryn
Moore ’07, Kim Whipkey ’06 and Aviva Goldstein
’08.
“I feel really good going into this week¬
end,” said Hartshorn. “Last week was a
really good training week and the group should
be well rested and ready to go, hopefully for a topten finish. I think that we can place as high as 8th,
with Bowdoin and Keene State as the two teams
that should be right around us. I still don’t think
that we’ve run our best meet and I have every rea¬
son to believe that it will happen this weekend.”
Springfield College hosts the NCAA Regional
New England meet Saturday, Nov. 12.

Women's Rugby Finishes
Season with Strong Play
JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend marked a bitter¬
sweet end for women’s rugby, who closed
their season 6-1-1 with a discouraging loss
along with a well-deserved win. Despite
this weekend’s loss, the women were still
able to defend their number three ranking
in New England along with their undefeat¬
ed DownEast Conference Champs title.
The weekend started with Saturday’s
match where the women faced number
one ranked Plymouth State College in a
match that exhibited Bates’ resilient de¬
fense. While Plymouth State dominated
the first half by scoring three tries to make
the score 17-0, the Bobcats intensified their
game and were able to match PSC’s level
of play in the second half. Jackie Smith ’08
led the offense by scoring Bates’ first and
only try of the match, while the defense
held strong only allowing one more try
throughout the half. The final score was
24-5, and PSC ousted Bates from the New
England Final Four.
Tracey Begley ’06 attained the cov¬
eted Woman of the Match title. According
to captain Sarah Wilson ’06, she won it

for her “incredible defense and aggres¬
sive tackling not only in this game, but
throughout the season. She has been a
leader on and off the field.”
On Sunday, the Bobcats closed their
season with a consolation game against
Bowdoin College. Smith re-opened the
Bobcat scoring when she managed the
first try early in the first half and her sec¬
ond not too long after. Senior scrum half
Emily Fisken added to Bates’ early lead
while taking advantage of a penalty and
diving through the Bowdoin defense into
the try zone, ending the half. Bates con¬
tinued to dominate the game well into the
second half when Wilson tagged a late in¬
surance goal off an incredible run by Hero
Fries ’07. This brought the game to a final
score of 26-0 giving Bates their final win
of the season. Wilson gave the Woman of,
the Match award to Christine Chmura ’06
because of her “great game-time decision
making and control of the ball.”
The end of this season also marks an
end to the Bates rugby careers of nine in¬
fluential seniors. However, Wilson notes
that those seniors “made [their] mark as
well as having set the team up for further
success.”
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Revenge of the Bobcats
Women's Soccer Settles Scores with Bowdoin and Tlifts to Win First Ever NESCAC Title
MAC KING
STAFF WRITER

November 8th, Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine—The leaves have fallen, Sunday River
opens this weekend, the World Series has end¬
ed, the NBA and the NHL have begun, and our
train of thought has shifted from costumes and
candy to turkey and stuffing. Despite the de¬
ceptively warm weather, the fall season has all
but passed us by in favor of harsher months
the holidays, and the heavily anticipated—and
in some cases dreaded—onslaught of snow.
Along with these cyclical transitions, the
Division HI collegiate fall athletic season draws
to a close. With field hockey hanging up their
cleats for good, men’s soccer making an exit
from the playoffs and football losing to Bow¬
doin this past weekend, it seems time to transi¬
tion from the gridiron to the hardwood. Yet one
cannot bail on the fall season just yet, seeing as,
somewhere in the midst of all this November
madness, women’s soccer became the NESCAC
Champions.
A week after shutting out a tough Williams
squad 1-0, the Bobcats traveled to Medford,
Mass, to play state rival Bowdoin in the NES-

CAC semifinals. Now,
the trend, beating
no matter how impres¬
the Polar Bears 1-0 in
sive of a season a team
an overtime thriller.
puts together, no matter
Bates’ goal came on
how many goals a team
an assist from Jessie
scores, home runs they
Gargiulo ’07, who
hit, touchdowns they
put the ball on the
toss,or power-plays they
feet of conference¬
capitalize upon, none of
leading scorer Kim
it matters if the club can’t
Alexander ’07, who
excel in the postseason.
netted her 12th goal
Y' I
Playoff sports em¬
of the season with a
body all that is good in
mere 45 seconds left
our world: a do or die,
in the first overtime
last man (in this case
period. Bobcat netwoman) standing situa¬
minder Nini Spald¬
tion in which dreams are
ing ’08 tallied two
made, heroes are bom,
saves on the day, and
hearts are broken and
flanked by her usual
glory lasts forever. All
defensive stockade
waxing poetic aside, the
of Meg Coffin ’07,
Bates women have made
Ali Emery ’08, Jenna
Andy Jennings/THE BATES STUDENT
two previous playoff ap¬
j.i.. Out. Benson ’Q6, and Sarpearances, a loss in the 2003 NESCAC finals to
ah Abbott ’06, racked up her fifth shutout in the
Bowdoin, and a quarterfinal loss last year, also
last six contests. The Bobcat offense out-shot
the Polar Bears 12-7.
to the Polar Bears.
Yet Saturday afternoon the Bobcats reversed
Finally, less than twenty-four hours after de-
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feating Bowdoin, the Bates women took on the
top-seeded, highly-ranked, home-field-advan¬
tage-boasting Tufts Jumbos in the 2005 NESCAC
Finals at Kraft Field in Summerville, Mass. Like
most of the games the Bobcats played this past
season, this one looked to be decided on heart,
hustle and enthusiasm; adjectives one could use
to describe any player on the Bates team. From
the match’s outset the Bates women showed
they wanted more, outplaying the Tufts women
from start to finish. Gargiulo notched an early
eighth minute goal on a pretty volley which
sailed over the keepers head to give the Bobcats
the 1-0 lead, but the Jumbos tied things up at
1-1 twenty minutes later on an own goal deflec¬
tion which found its way by goalie Spalding.
Despite several near-misses the game remained
tied until the end of regulation, through the first
period of overtime, and up until 6:18 remained
on the clock in the second period of overtime
when Jen Marino volleyed a free ball, previous¬
ly careening towards the Tufts keeper, near post
for the golden-goal victory. Bates supporters,
coaches and players stormed the field celebrat¬
ing the schools first conference crown.
The Bobcats now advance to the NCAA's,
where they will face Eastern Connecticut State.

Valuing Club Football Falters Late, Loses to Bowdoin 21-14
Sports
at Bates
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Part One of a Two-Part Series
Club sports take up a distinctive, and illdefined, role at Bates. Club sport programs
do not put in the same hours of practice and
competition as their varsity counterpart nor
do they receive the same amount of cover¬
age and attention. On the other hand, club
sport athletes practice five times a week
and compete against other schools with just
as much passion as varsity athletes. Also,
officers of these teams spend additional
hours budgeting, scheduling and in some
cases coaching. This is what separates club
sports from the intramural programs.
Recently, many people have felt that club
sports receive inadequate attention from the
school, especially compared to their varsity
counterparts. These articles will look into
whether this is the case. Part one will deal
with the issue of field space at Bates, while
the second part will look into funding from
the school.
Space for sports is not a new problem
for Bates. Because the college is in a mid¬
dle of a city, finding field space is always a
problem. Even so, the problem has been
particularly noticeable this year.
For two consecutive weekends, the men’s
rugby team was not allowed to play home
matches, which are usually played on the
outfield of Leahey Field. The reason given
was that the team would damage the field
enough so that the baseball team would feel
the effects in the spring. Because of this,
the team was forced to forfeit their match up
against Maine Maritime Academy, the lowest
team in their division.
According to club Vice President and
See Field Space, page 10

Polar Bears Storm back to score 21 Fourth Quarter Points; Walker Injured
BRANDAN BLEVINS
STAFF WRITER

The Bowdoin Polar Bears came to Garcelon Field over the weekend in one of the
biggest match-ups of the year for football.
In this final leg of the CBB title race, Bow¬
doin dashed the Bobcats’ hopes of grabbing
a share of the CBB title, following Colby’s
lead in defeating Bates. Bowdoin was able
to steal a 21-14 win from Bates in the fourth
quarter of an exciting, tense game. The win
moved Bates’ record down to 1-6 for the
season, while Bowdoin upped their record
to 6-1. In the final weekend of the football
season, Bowdoin and Colby will match-up
to determine the CBB title.
This highly-anticipated rivalry game
started slowly, with both teams figuring each
other out. The first quarter was a back-and-

forth affair with a few short drives being put
together by both teams, but neither side find¬
ing the ability to unlock the other’s defense.
The most notable event of the first quarter
was a missed field goal by Bowdoin, which
left the score 0-0 as the game continued into
the second quarter.
The Bobcats came up huge in the sec¬
ond quarter. At the 6:59 mark of the quarter,
safety Adam Kayce ’07 grabbed an intercep¬
tion at the Bowdoin 39 yard-line, dashing
all the way to the 14 yard-line. Bates then
began a short drive with running back Ja¬
mie Walker ’07 pounding the ball on three
straight rushing plays to get the ball to the
Bowdoin 1 yard-line. Bates’ quarterback
Brandon Colon ’08 ran the ball in from there
and kicker Tyler Schmelz ’06 added the extra
point to make the score 7-0. The momentum
continued for Bates on Bowdoin’s next pos-

session when linebacker Dave Bodger ’06
came up with another Bobcat interception.
Bates began another drive from a turnover
by feeding Walker the ball four times in a
row. Then Colon found wide receiver Dylan
MacNamara ’07 for a 15-yard pass that set
up another touchdown. This time Walker fin¬
ished off the drive he started with a 7-yard
touchdown run and Schmelz added another
extra point to make the score at halftime 140.
The tide began to turn in the third quar¬
ter, as Bowdoin came out and missed a field
goal on their first drive of the quarter, but
signaled the Polar Bears’ intent for the rest
of the game. While the Polar Bears did put
together a drive at the end of the third quar¬
ter that lasted only a few seconds into the
See Football, page 10

Monsulick leads XC to 2nd Place at ECAC's. For more, see Page 11

Courtesy of the Bates Men's Cross Country Team

